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The World Café
The Police Café!
Café principles

- Create hospitable SPACE
- Encourage everyone’s CONTRIBUTIONS
- Set the CONTEXT
- Explore QUESTIONS that matter
- Connect diverse PERSPECTIVES
- LISTEN together for insights
- Share collective DISCOVERIES
About safety but in a different way – the Police Café

Let’s talk about…
the essence,
in pleasant circumstances/
in a relaxed atmosphere,
facilitated by police officers
The Police Café –

methodological and communication training course for police officers

The registration number of the training: 3/M/2016/5468

(Public Procurement Authority in Hungary)
The first training course
Venue: Pécs
12th May 2014
The first attempts...
The so-called ‘tablecloths’ or flipcharts
The team of Police Café in Kiskunhalas, 2016
The team of Zugló, 2017
Supervision
The Police Café from the citizen’s viewpoint
A face of the Police

A 7. KÖRZET MEGBÍZOTTJA:

NAGY LEVENTE
rendőr főtörsőrmester

+36-70-489-36-59
Communication:
- problem,
- tool,
- solution
The human side of the Police
A table-host and a table company
The working process
„Café to go…”
namely walk around the tables and peep into everywhere.
The summary of the table-host
The summary of the moderator
See you soon

at the Police Café...

http://policecafe.hu/